


No matter how tough the situation you face, you should stand up tall. �en, think what you can do is with your gained wisdom, help others and 
make them feel happy, and think not just only of your own happiness.
Gaining physical strength and forging the spirit is called “Kengyō ( 拳 行 ),” which means “prepare and build yourself through your practice and 
experiences at all times.”
Observe and be aware of your surroundings and environment constantly, and then exalt beyond what you think and what you are, that is called 
“Kengaku (拳学 ),” which means “learn and develop yourself by what you are practicing and experiencing all the times.”
When faced with di�culties, take charge and make it your own responsibility and think of it as a way to develop your own self – think of those 
situations as a way for improving yourself.  
When faced with di�culties, be ready to protect and defend yourself with ease, making the right move to counter the challenge. �at defensive 
move should have the spirit of Katsujinken ( 活人拳 ; literally translated as “Justice-punch,” ) which means “not doing martial arts so as to win, 
but in order to preserve life and to be at one with the world.” 
Until reaching that point, train yourself with what we call “Wagōyoushin ( 和 合 養 心 ),” which means “harmonize yourself with your 
surroundings and develop your heart” . 
�at is the true meaning of Renshinkan karate-do, and the path in developing our humanity.
Anyone can live the life only for themselves and become obsess with their own selves.
When the hope is gone, be the light of hope.  Dream as to make your work and actions to become a strong source of hope and guidance in 
people’ s life for hundreds of years to come.
Martial art means a way of living; our actions and behaviors re�ects that.
�is is the way and spirit of today’ s Bushi-do. 

Conduct Guide
“Nothing goes smoothly” that is one of life’ s facts. Have a positive attitude and face the reality head on.
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